
Summary of relevant skills and experiences 

Claudio Cecchella is Associate Professor at the University of Pisa (Department of Law) 

where he teaches Civil Procedure, Bankruptcy Law and Comparative Civil Procedure (the 

latter dedicated to the family and juvenile court process in Italy and in Europe).  

He graduated with honors from the Faculty of Law of the University of Pisa. He obtained 

the PhD in Civil Procedure at the Sapienza University of Rome. In 2018 he obtained his 

eligibility for the role of Full Professor of Civil Procedure. For a decade (2005-2015) he 

has been the first promoter of an annual congress on family law at University of Pisa. 

He is president of a forensic association with 2500 lawyers, university professors and 

magistrates, called “National Observatory on Family Law” (ONDiF); he organizes an ONDiF 

forum every year to analyze family law matters. Lastly, during the years 2017 and 2018, 

he organized a conference in three sessions dedicated to ECHR case law regarding family 

law, which ended in November 2018 with a course on defensive techniques before the 

ECHR. He is chairman of the School of High Specialization in Family Law, based in Rome, 

organized by the National Observatory on Family Law. He is a member of the editorial 

board of the Civil Procedure Law Review, (published by CEDAM) and of the Arbitration 

Journal (published by Giuffrè).  

He is the author of many monographic studies, the last on the family law and process 

(Zanichelli, 2018). 

He is the author of a bankruptcy law textbook (Cedam, 2015).  

He is scientific director and manager of the journal “Observatory on family law”. He has 

deeply analyzed, with a monograph (2018) and numerous essays, the subject of the 

protection of rights in family relationships. He is a civil lawyer, expert, in particular, in 

family and child law. 


